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Families in Scotland are under increasing financial pressure,
with almost one in four children officially recognised as living in
poverty. This figure is likely to rise in coming years, which means
that more families will struggle to meet the costs associated with
sending children to school.
We know that children from low income families often encounter
barriers to participating fully at school, making it harder for them
to learn, achieve and be happy.

But there are things we can
all do to make a difference.
Child Poverty Action Group (CPAG) in Scotland asked schools
what they are doing to address the financial barriers to learning
for children from families on low incomes, and nearly 200
schools responded with lots of great ideas and practice. Here
you’ll find some examples of how schools are helping to reduce
school costs and poverty related stigma. These changes are
often low cost or at no cost to schools, but they can make a
huge difference to children, young people and their families.
Every school is different, and while some of the ideas you’ll find
here might work for your school, some might not. However you
should find plenty to think about if your school is just starting to
think about making Cost of the School Day changes, or if you
are ready to enhance what you are already doing.
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UNIFORMS
“You see from
day
one, the ones th
at it will
get worse for.
You see it
as the term go
es on - they
all start smart
and clean
but then some
families can
replace clothing
and
some can’t.”
(TE ACHER)

Shirts, trousers, blazers, ties, skirts, warm winter jackets, decent
shoes for growing feet, bags, PE kit, kit for outdoor learning…
dressing for school is one of the most significant costs families
have to cover. Staff report that some children and young
people don’t always have sufficient clothing and that some
uniforms are ill fitting, worn or unsuitable for the weather.

Reducing stigma is central to Cost of the School Day. Looking
different can be a major issue for children and young people who
just want to fit in with everyone else. Not having the same uniform as
everyone else can really affect a pupil’s confidence.

However with some adjustments to policy and practice, schools can take the pressure off
children and their families. Schools have reported a whole range of really positive benefits to
taking steps to reduce the cost of uniforms:
■■ reduced

parental stress, pressure and guilt, helps to build stronger home-school relationships

■■ increased

uniform wearing by children and young people

■■ reduced

difference and stigma leading to
happier children and young people

■■ increased

sense of belonging to school
community

■■ increased

participation and learning for
children and young people

rs
“It would be hard to tell teache
clothes.
why you didn’t have the right
r but
It would depend on the teache
e a
hav
they’re intimidating… if you
t easy
problem then it’s not always tha
to talk to them.”
(PUPIL, S3)

“Kids have told me th
at, that’s one of the
things that hurts th
e most, when they
get picked on for ha
ving like broken shoe
s
or like a hole in thei
r top or whatever,
because kids are just
laughing… but they
don’t realise that it’
s actually because
they don’t have a lot
of money.”
(SUPPORT STA FF MEMB

ER)
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“Staff an
d parent
developed
s have
strong re
lationship
which ha
s,
s also ha
d a posit
impact o
iv
e
n childre
n too.”
(STENHOU
SE PRIM A
RY
SCHOOL,

EDINBUR

GH)

ng and
“When given a change of clothi
mood
items to take home one child’s
smiling and
immediately improved. He was
improved.
his confidence and self-esteem
d that
Other parents have commente
en who
they were appreciative. Childr
ately look
have been given clothing immedi
happier and more settled.”

“It removed
any negative
stigma or em
barrassment
caused
by not havin
g the necess
ary items
of uniform.”
(OUR LA DY AN

PRIM ARY SCHOOL ,
(DRUMLA NRIG ST. CUTHBERT ’S
SCOTTISH BORDERS)

D ST. PATR
WEST DUNBAR ICK’ S HIGH SCHOOL,
TONSHIRE)

“Pupils and families can
access resources without
fear of stigma and know
that this will be handled
with sensitivity and
compassion.”

“It gives us great
joy to see parents from
poorer families turn up,
especially new P1’s, on
the first day back feeling
proud and their child
looking the same as
all others.”

(INVERKEITHING HIGH SCHOOL
,
FIFE)

(DALREOCH PRIM ARY,
WEST DUNBARTONSHIRE)

“This sess
ion we hav
e seen a
massive up
take in th
e amount
children w
of
earing sch
ool uniform
a n d as s u c
h, taking a
pride in
their over
all appeara
nce.”
(K IRKR
IGGS PRIM

A RY, GLASG

“We have 100%
compliance with uniform.”

OW )

(CLYDE VALLEY HIGH,
NORTH LANARKSHIRE)

While there are many different approaches and interventions, several common themes crop up
regularly, and if you use them as a starting point may help generate ideas for your school:
■■ Developing
■■ Supporting

school uniform policy which is mindful of family budgets

families to access school clothing grants and other financial assistance

■■ Helping

families spread costs through instalments, payment and hire schemes

■■ Offering

low cost uniform through re-use and recycling schemes

■■ Providing

uniform for children and young people if required

■■ Reviewing

non-uniform days
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DEVELOPING SCHOOL UNIFORM
POLICY WHICH IS MINDFUL OF
FAMILY BUDGETS
Cost of the School Day approaches to financial barriers often cost nothing for the school making
them, and developing or adapting your uniform policy is a really good example of this. Making
sure uniforms are as cost effective as possible is a great way to promote equality amongst pupils.
If everyone can look the same, this reduces stigma and the feeling of ‘being different’.
Schools have often started off by finding good value uniform suppliers, reviewing them regularly
and offering advice to parents about where to get the most cost effective uniform.

e
“We have a rang
liers,
of uniform supp
nts to
encouraging pare
ts where
use supermarke
possible.”
IM ARY,
(HOLYTOWN PR
SHIRE)
RK
NA
LA
H
RT
NO

sed
“Our Parent Council have discus
gth and
Cost of the School Day at len
tation
undertook a school-wide consul
py with
on our uniform. Parents are hap
£60 per
the reduced cost (a saving of
are able
blazer!) and more young people
uring
to afford the full uniform, ens
r shares
equity for all. Our new supplie
is working
similar values to our school and
e uniform
with the school to provide fre
particular
items for families experiencing
hardship.”
(NOTRE DAM E HIGH SCHOOL , GLA

SGOW)

“We have signed
up to
the Tesco blazer
service which
provides blazer
s at half the co
st
of our previous
suppliers.”
(ST
. COLUMBA’S RC
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HIGH SCHOOL ,

FIFE)

DEVELOPING SCHOOL UNIFORM
POLICY WHICH IS MINDFUL OF
FAMILY BUDGETS

Have uniforms in plain colours, which are available in
supermarkets and other less expensive outlets.
“We have also changed our
school colours to allow parent
s to
buy simple white polo shirts and
simple grey trousers from any
generic seller.”
(KIRKRIGGS PRIM ARY SCHOOL

, GLASGOW)

“Surveyed parents on
colours - chose cheaper
options e.g. white shirts
instead of yellow.”
(CASTLETON PRIM ARY, GLASGO

W)

ed a uniform
“We have select
hich doesn’t
colour (grey) w
h and is
fade in the was
e from most
readily availabl
supermarkets.”
S
IM ARY, DUMFRIE
(HOLYWOOD PR
Y)
WA
LLO
AND GA

No pressure on parents to have the school logo on items of
clothing, and think about whether more expensive uniform
items are necessary.

earing school
“We promote w
than clothes
colours rather
with logos.”
(IBROX PRIM AR

Y SCHOOL ,GLASG

“Blazers are not part
of the school uniform.
This can often be an
extra expense for
families who already
struggle financially.”

OW )

“We recommend
non-embroidered
uniform which is much
cheaper.”
(CHIRNSYDE PRIM ARY SCHOOL
GLASGOW)

(LOCKERBIE ACA DEM Y, DUM FRIE
S
AND GALLOWAY)

,
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Enforce uniform policy and discourage pupils from
wearing expensive brands.

and
“We encourage
n to wear
support childre
cuts down
uniform as this
llying
any potential bu
‘trendy’
for not wearing
”
labelled clothes.
IM ARY SCHOOL
(BURNTISLA ND PRE)
FIF

,

“We have dis
couraged
the wearing
of
school uniform nonand we
have banned
the use of
trainers and
encouraged
simple, less
expensive
footwear.”
(BIRKHILL PR

IM ARY SCHO
OL,
ANGUS)

“Uniform basic
requirements - black
trousers/skirts, black
jumpers/cardigans etc.”
(CHA PELH ALL PRIM ARY SCHOOL
NORTH LANA RKSHIRE)
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SUPPORTING FAMILIES TO ACCESS
SCHOOL CLOTHING GRANTS AND
OTHER FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
Helping families to receive the financial support that they are entitled to means that they are able
to buy uniform in the same way as everyone else.
School clothing grants are provided by the local authority, usually with similar eligibility criteria
as for free school meals. From 2018/19, all eligible families across Scotland have been able to
access to the same minimum level of financial support through a new £100 national minimum
school clothing grant for each child. In some local authorities, grant awards exceed the £100
minimum. Details of grant levels, eligibility and application processes are available on all local
authority websites.
In some local authority areas, the eligibility criteria for school clothing grants is wider than that for
free school meals - for example families may be eligible if they are in receipt of Housing Benefit or
Council Tax Reduction. Advice on this is available from the local authority.

Making sure that everyone knows about the
School Clothing Grant.
Schools have identified a number of different ways of getting this information out to parents.

Induction meeting
School noticeboard
Social media
School handbook and school app
Regular text messages
School newsletter
Posters
Letters home
Information on school website
Parents evening
Signs on school gates
Parent information evenings
Using a number of different routes, and reminding everyone about this at various points in the
school year has been very effective. This approach is based on understanding that family
finances can change quickly, and also that the school may not always know which families need
assistance.
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“Clothing grants forms
are issued to all upon
enrolment - no need to
ask.”
(CRA DLEH ALL PRIM ARY SCHOOL
,
HIGHLAND)

“Parents are told about the app
lication
form at our new intake talk and
a copy
of the forms are included in the
Primary
1 welcome bag.”
(DRUMLA NRIG ST CUTHBERT ’S

PRIM ARY, SCOTTISH BORDERS)

Understanding barriers to clothing grant uptake,
and providing support for families to apply
Uncertainty about eligibility, embarrassment, literacy issues, or just not having heard of it – there
are many barriers to parents and carers accessing school clothing grants. Many schools are
working to identify families who might find it more difficult to apply, and offering support.
Schools tell us that the promotion of clothing grants is most effective when it is linked with
assistance to apply. Some schools offer drop in facilities, 1 to 1 support, or support from home link
and support staff.

red to families
“Support is offe
nfident in
who are less co
eir own and have
completing on th
”
d the deadline.
se
is
m
ly
al
ic
or
st
hi
INVERCLY DE)
(ST MICH AEL’S PR

IM ARY,

“We work with
nurseries
to identify P1s
needing
support.”
(PA RK VIEW PRIM
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ARY, GL ASGOW)

“Our school Family Liaison
Officer supports parents to
complete applications
for clothing grants in
school.”

“Drop in sessions where
assistance is offered to
complete forms”
(CARDINA L NEWMAN HIGH SCH
LANA RKSHIRE)

OOL , NORTH

(COWDENBEATH PRIMARY, FIFE)

n
“A link to the online applicatio
ool
sch
form has been added to our
and advice
website in the Family support
for an
section with a contact number
assist them
allocated member of staff to
completing
if any parents has a problem
this form online.”
(BALWEA RIE HIGH SCHOOL , FIFE)

“We home visit
families to
encourage them
to fill in forms
to apply for clot
hing grants.”
(FORTHVIEW SC

HOOL , EDINBURG

H)

In Glasgow, eligible families now automatically receive clothing grants
without having to complete paperwork. A data matching exercise
identified 5400 families claiming housing benefits but not school clothing
grants. These families were notified of their eligibility and sent PayPoint
vouchers. Almost every eligible family in Glasgow is now receiving school
clothing grants.
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Supporting families to maximise their wider incomes through
grants and benefits advice
We see much better outcomes at school for children and young people whose family income
has increased, particularly for those on low incomes to begin with. Some schools are working
to signpost or refer families to grants and benefits advice which could help to maximise their
incomes.

“Our school app is used to
inform folks of links to help.”

with the local
“We have links
to encourage
YMCA and CAB
forms.”
parents to fill in
,

(HAYSHE AD PRIMARY, ANGUS)

OL
AN HIGH SCHO
(CARDINA L NEWM RKSHIRE)
NORTH LA NA

“We run benefits welfare
day to promote uptake
of grants.”
(CUTHBERTSON PRIMARY, GLASGOW)
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HELPING FAMILIES SPREAD COSTS
THROUGH INSTALMENTS, PAYMENT
AND HIRING SCHEMES
Parents and carers may not have all of the money required to buy uniform when it’s needed,
particularly for more expensive items like blazers.

“We sell blazers at
uniform evenings in the
school, with facilities
available to pay
in instalments.”

“We have a Blazer Hire
Scheme which allows
families to hire blazers for
a two year period at low
cost.”

(GREENFAULDS HIGH SCHOOL ,
NORTH LANA RKSHIRE)

(PORT GLASGOW HIGH SCHOOL
,
INVERCLY DE)

heme
ayment sc
p
ly
k
e
e
w
“Our
make them
s
lp
e
h
s
m
r
for unifo
to all.”
affordable
SCHOOL,
H PRIM A RY
(DA LREOC NBA RTON SHIRE)
WEST DU
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OFFERING LOW COST UNIFORM
THROUGH RE-USE AND RECYCLING
SCHEMES
Many schools operate reuse and recycling schemes with donated or lost and unclaimed items of
uniform. These schemes operate differently in each school and go by various names, including
swap shops, thrift or second hand shops, pre loved or new to you clothes rails, ‘have a coat leave
one, need a coat take one’, pop up shops, uniform exchanges and more.
Uniforms are usually sold, swapped or given away at school events like induction days, transition
meetings, Christmas and Summer Fayres, Parents’ Evenings and other school events where high
family turnout is expected. Most are open to all families in the school.
Some schools are trying out different ways of getting uniform to families while avoiding stigma:

“Children and parents are
offered second school uniform.
form”
This is done through an “order
or
m
which is sent home each ter
m a
parents can help themselves fro
rail at school.”
(STENHOUSE PRIM ARY SCHOOL

(A NCRUM ROAD

PRIM ARY, DUND

EE)

, EDINBURGH)

“Parents were
initially very
reluctant to
use our recy
cled
clothes so w
e ask our Fa
m
ily
Worker to g
ive them out”

ru n
starting to
is
s
s
la
c
“One
where
enterprise
s
s
e
in
s
u
b
ool
a
quality sch
d
o
o
g
ll
e
s
they
price.”
a reduced
r
o
f
s
m
r
o
FE)
unif
PRIM A RY, FI
(COWDEN

“Our uniforms
are soon to
be made availabl
e to families
in their local lib
rary.”

(ST. SERF ’S PR

IM ARY, FIFE)

BE ATH

“The Pupil Antipoverty Working Group have established the
Swap
Shop. This is a sustainable, pupil led initiative. Pupils raised
funds
to purchase a washing machine and to have professional shop
fitters
create the Swap Shop. Clothing is largely lost-property from
the
school but some partners and parents have also made donat
ions.
Items are available to parents and pupils. Staff also can acces
s this
based on pupil need.”
(QUEEN ANNE HIGH SCHOOL , FIFE)
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Making uniform available without stigma
school uniform their child has
We encourage parents to donate
for
to you’ rail with school uniform
grown out of and have a ‘new
with
ll as discouraging waste, it fits
parents to choose from. As we
t
nex
cost - we have a donation tin
our family ethos. There is no
ate
We encourage all parents to don
to it, but that it is optional.
w
form, pointing out children gro
uni
’
you
to
w
‘ne
the
use
to
and
m is only any use for our pupils!
out of it quickly and our unifor
buy a maximum of 1 brand new
We encourage all new pupils to
can
to you rail as well. It means we
sweatshirt and to use the new
no
to pupils with no comment and
donate ‘new to you’ sweatshirts
associated stigma.”
COA LTOWN OF WEM YSS PRIM ARY

SCHOOL , FIFE)

We offer a general recycling
rail full of clothes
and items useful for the whole
family. Parents now
confidently use our rail to clothe
their children and
they bring and exchange clothe
s and household
items. If a parent is looking thr
ough our rail for
something in particular we wil
l try and source it.
Parents have used the rail to
dress for interviews
and special occasions.”
(ADELPHI NURSERY IN GLASGO

W)

to
We have a clothing bank, it is free and parents are encouraged
like.
they
help themselves discreetly - if preferred, at any time
parents
We use all lost property clothes to add into this stock and
them.
donate all old school clothes so that other families can use
to
We feel that we have reduced any potential stigma as we refer
and
these clothes as pre loved and promote the recycle philosophy
s”
clothe
use the eco agenda for promoting hand me down
(BURNTISLAND PRIMARY, FIFE)
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PROVIDING UNIFORM FOR
CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
WHO NEED IT
Many schools routinely provide uniform to families. This includes basic uniform items and clothes
for times when children need it, like for PE or when they don’t have tights on a cold day. Some
schools offer a wider range of other items including: walking boots, Hallowe’en costumes,
Christmas jumpers, water bottles, party clothes, clothes for residential trips, pants and socks.

Gifting uniform items to all pupils
Uniform gifts can symbolise an equal start at school for all
new families.

school
“Our feeder primary
and we
buys pupils their tie
tie to all
gift a senior school
pupils also.”

“We give 3 free shirts/
blouses to each new S1
pupil as part of their
Welcome to High School
induction pack.”
(VIEWFORTH HIGH SCHOOL, FIFE)

RY SCHOOL ,
(ABERCORN SECONDA
GL ASGOW )

“When new children
start (P2-7) they
are offered free un
iforms, so that all
children start with a
uniform. This helps
them feel that it is
their school - they
are no different. Ch
ildren are warm and
cosy.”
(PA RK VIEW PRIMA RY,

“As the P7s wear a different
coloured jumper to rest of
school, we provided a school
jumper for each P7.”
(COLDINGHA M PRIM ARY, SCOTTISH

BORDERS)
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GL ASGOW )

Providing uniform for families who schools know will
need support
ildren going
“We identify ch
milies might
into P1 whose fa
for uniform
struggle to pay
imary school
and the local pr
for them.”
provides uniform
(A DELPHI NURSER

Y, GL ASGOW)

“We have provid
ed new warm
coats, hats scar
ves and gloves.
We have provid
ed new warm
sturdy footwea
r.”
(PA RK VIEW PRIM

“We have applied for
a Burgess Grant to buy
in more uniform to have in
stock. We supplied uniform
to new Syrian families who
came to the school free
of charge.”

ARY, GL ASGOW)

“We subsid
ise the co
st of blaze
S5 and S6
rs for S4,
pupils. Dur
ing course
meetings f
or senior p
c
upils we dis hoice
level of co
cuss the
ntribution
that paren
the Senior
ts make to
blazer. Th
e maximum
for is only
we ask
about 50%
of the cos
t of the
blazer.”
(VIEWFORT

H HIGH SC

HOOL, FIFE

)

(CAMPERDOWN PRIMARY
SCHOOL, DUNDEE)

t wearing a blazer
“Any pupil who is no
a blazer. If the
is allowed to “borrow”
ed it is not pursued.
blazer is not return
e aware of financial
In addition, if we ar
pply a blazer.”
difficulties we will su
SHIRE)
NO
(CLYDE VALLEY HIGH,

RTH LAN ARK
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Setting up internal school funds for uniform purchases –
often with Parent Council support

has
“The Parent Council
for
started a slush fund
ss for
HT and DHT to asse
s,
emergencies like shoe
s.”
coats and lunche
(PA RKSIDE PRIMA RY,
SCOT TISH BORDERS)

“Leavers’ hoodies ar
e
subsidised by the Pa
rent
Council.”
(LY NBURN PRIMA RY,

FIFE)

ithin
rm fund w
o
if
n
u
a
d
this
develope
g efforts,
in
“We have
is
a
r
d
n
u
F
chool
e then
o u r ow n S
iscreet. W
d
t
p
e
k
y
to
ll
k directly
is specifica
a
e
p
s
o
t
s
visit
Head
have home
led by the
–
d
e
n
r
e
c
n
parents co
Teacher.”
H LA ND)
OOLS, HIG
(LO

N AND A
CHCA RRO
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PPLECROSS

PRIM A RY SC

H

REVIEWING NON-UNIFORM DAYS

Non uniform days can affect attendance. Children and young people often tell us that they feel
pressure to buy new clothes for non-uniform days.

down
“We have been very anti ‘dress
I was
on the last day of term’ since
there is no
appointed as HT. This means
s to have
pressure on children and parent
h days.”
the latest ‘gear’ to wear on suc
(BURNTISLAND PRIM ARY SCHOOL

, FIFE)

“We have also stopped
non-uniform days as fundraising
events, as we became very
aware that a small group of
young people were feeling left
out or put under pressure
by these.”
(BANNERMAN HIGH SCHOOL,
GLASGOW)
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HOW ARE THESE INTERVENTIONS
PAID FOR?
The majority of interventions cost nothing. Most are implemented through reallocation of
resources, or involving staff, families and pupils in making a change. The success of an
intervention seems to be based more on ‘buy in’ and support from the school community
rather than on money required to set it up. Of the interventions that do incur cost – for example,
provision of new uniform or setting up a dedicated school fund to help with uniform costs - these
are paid for in a variety of ways:

School level:
■■

School Fund

■■

School based fundraising

■■

Parent Council

Local level:
■■

Sponsorship by local businesses (for example PE kits)

■■

Donations (either monetary, resources or time)

■■

Local grants

■■

Council grants

National Level:
■■

Pupil Equity Fund

■■

Scottish Attainment Challenge

■■

LAC Attainment Fund

■■

National grants

Earlier on, we listed just some of the really positive things that schools told us happen when
they’ve helped to make uniform more affordable for all. These changes are incredibly useful for
promoting equality and reducing stigma, bringing together the whole school community, and
raising attainment.
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There are a few more points to think about as you develop or enhance your school’s approach to
making uniforms more affordable for all:

Consider affordability when setting school uniform policy, and whether
traditionally expensive items such as blazers are necessary.
Promote the school clothing grant as widely as possible to help ensure that all
eligible families are applying for and receiving support.
Be aware that some families may be above the eligibility threshold for the school
clothing grant, but will still find the cost of buying uniform a significant burden.
Encourage the use of items which are machine-washable, avoiding those which
can only be dry-cleaned.
Consider stipulating basic items which can be easily bought from major
supermarkets as much as possible, and avoid exclusive arrangements with
specific suppliers as this often increases costs.
Where school logos are used, allow the option for families to buy sew-on logos
for a jumper or polo-shirt which can easily be bought from major retailers.
Where children are not wearing the right uniform, it is important consider the
reasons for this and ensure that all school staff approach this matter consistently.
Consider how much families have to spend on uniforms across the course of the
school year and avoid having different uniform requirements for summer and
winter.
If you plan to make significant changes to your school uniform policy, consult
with parents and pupils for their views and allow for a reasonable transition
period before the new policy comes into effect.

More information and resources to help school communities explore
financial issues and barriers and take action to resolve them can be found
at cpag.org.uk/scotland/CoSD/action and you’ll find our Cost of the
School Day toolkit at cpag.org.uk/scotland/cost-school-day/toolkit.
If your school has already made changes that you would like to tell us
about please get in touch!
You can complete the Cost of the School Day Practice Survey at
surveymonkey.co.uk/r/WTD3NDF or get in touch with the team at
costoftheschoolday@cpagscotland.org.uk
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CHILD POVERTY ACTION GROUP IN SCOTLAND
Unit 9 Ladywell Business Centre
94 Duke Street
Glasgow
G4 0UW
tel

0141 552 3303

email

staff@cpagscotland.org.uk
costoftheschoolday@cpagscotland.org.uk
cpag.org.uk/scotland

web

ADVICE LINE
Free, independent, expert and up-to-date advice on benefits and tax
credits for frontline advisers and support workers in Scotland
PHONE
0141 552 0552 Monday to Thursday 10am to 4pm and Friday 10am to
12 noon
EMAIL
advice@cpagscotland.org.uk
FOLLOW CPAG IN SCOTLAND ON TWITTER ON @CPAGSCOTLAND
Sign up to get our ebulletins and monthly news at
www.cpag.org.uk/signup/scotland
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